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1 IntRoduction

• In this project, we use parasitic gaps (PGs; Engdahl 1983, Culicover &
Postal 2001) to examine the nature and distribution of (A′-)movement.2

2 For other work in this vein, see Nis-
senbaum 2000, Legate 2003, Overfelt 2015,
Erlewine & Kotek 2018, Bondarenko &
Davis 2019, 2020, Davis 2020b, a.o.

– A PG is a gap in a given phrase XP which takes as its antecedent a
phrase that A′-moves external to, and structurally across, that XP.3

3 It is clearest that a given gap is indeed
“parasitic” when in an island.

• PGs can occur in a wide variety of constituents, for instance:

(1) PG in subject (Chomsky 1986: ex. 132)
Who1 would [a picture of PG1] surprise t1?

(2) PG in adjunct adapted from Kayne 1983: ex. 3c
These are the animals [∅2 that they photographed t2
[because they were unable to give peanuts to PG2]].

(3) PG in relative clause (Citko 2014: ex. 105)
Who1 did Mary take [pictures of t1
[that weren’t that flattering to PG1]]?

(4) PG in embedded CP
Who1 did you tell t1 [why you dislike PG1]?

• Since PGs are intertwined with the components of the grammar that
drive syntactic movement, they are a useful tool for investigating it.

★ Our topic of investigation: The cyclicity of movement.

• A great deal of research has argued that movement paths are, in many
cases, comprised of several successive-cyclic steps:4

4 See, for instance, Chomsky 1973, 1977,
1986, Du Plessis 1977, Henry 1995, Cole &
Hermon 2000, McCloskey 2000, 2001, 2002,
Nissenbaum 2000, Legate 2003, Sauerland
2003, Bruening 2001, 2006, Barbiers 2002,
Torrence 2012, Abels 2003, 2012, Wiland
2010, Henry 2012, van Urk 2015, van Urk
& Richards 2015, Korsah & Murphy 2019,
Davis 2019, 2020a,b, and many others.

(5) A schema for a successive-cyclic movement path
[𝑋𝑃 𝛼 X … [𝑌 𝑃 tOO Y … [𝑍𝑃 tOO Z … tOO ]

– Here we use PGs to examine the distribution of successive-cyclic
movement (henceforth SCM).

• A widely held view: SCM is endemic to the edges of phases (Chomsky
2000, 2001, a.o.), vP and CP, which are cycle-demarcating constituents
that bound the application of syntactic dependencies like movement.
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(6) Successive-cyclic movement from vP and CP
What did you say [𝐶𝑃[𝑃 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒] tOO that𝐶 you𝑆 will𝑇 [𝑣𝑃[𝑃 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒] tOO eat𝑣−𝑉 tOO ]]]?

? Why are PGs relevant for the examination of SCM?

★ Because, as we’ll see, there are syntactic and semantic reasons to posit
that the intermediate positions created by SCM facilitate (some) PGs.

– See for instance Nissenbaum 2000, Legate 2003, Nissenbaum &
Schwarz 2011, Fox & Nissenbaum 2018, Davis 2020b.

• Such works argue that the semantic reflex of SCM creates positions
where a PG-containing phrase can be successfully interpreted.

! Importantly, work in this vein makes a more general prediction:

• The prediction: If a PG-hosting phrase YP is interpretable when ad-
joined to a given phrase XP, the XP edge is a licit landing site for SCM.

(7) Schema: PG-hosting phrase adjoined at intermediate landing site of SCM
…

WH1 …

… XP

t1 X″

X′

…t1

YP

… PG1

• Our observation: PG-hosting phrases have a very free distribution, and
can occur in positions that are in all likelihood not phase edges.

• Syntactic consequence: SCM is not limited to the edges of the widely
held-phases, vP and CP.5

5 Essentially all theories of phases or
syntactic cycles predict the necessity
of SCM in at least some contexts. For
this reason, we set aside the technical
details of phase theory and its varied
implementations in order to focus on
a more general topic—the distribution
of SCM as compared to that of cycle-
demarcating constituents. (See Citko 2014
for a relatively recent overview of research
in phase theory).

(8) Our conjecture: Radical successive-cyclicity
WH … [𝐶𝑃 tOO C [𝑇 𝑃 tOO T [𝑣𝑃 tOO v [𝑉 𝑃 tOO V … tOO ]]]]

• Semantic consequence: We argue that these facts also reveal the neces-
sity of flexible composition principles in the semantic component.
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2 The Relationship between PGs and SCM

• Here we introduce the semantic connection between PGs and SCM
through a discussion about PGs in sentential adjuncts, whose composi-
tion is relatively simple.

(9) PGs in sentential adjuncts
a. Who1 did you forget about t1 [ after talking to PG1 ] ?
b. This is a dish [∅2 that I know a lot about t2

[ because I make PG2 every week ] ].

– That a given gap is indeed “parasitic” is clearest when in an island,
since this shows that the PG was not formed by typical extraction.

• Sentential adjuncts like those used above are indeed generally islands:

(10) Sentential adjunct island
a.*⁇Tell me [which paper]1 you ate fried chicken for lunch

[ after giving the students comments on t1 ] .
b.*⁇[What assignment]2 did you go home

[ because you need to finish t2 tonight ] ?

• Question: Why can a PG and its antecedent be separated by an island?

• An answer: A PG is not formed by movement from an island, but rather,
by movement of a separate silent operator within the island:6

6 This approach to PGs is argued for by
Contreras 1984, Stowell 1985, Chom-
sky 1986, Browning 1987, Nissenbaum
2000, Nissenbaum & Schwarz 2011, a.o.
See Chomsky, Nissenbaum, as well as
Munn 2001 for supporting evidence from
phenomena such as weak crossover and
reconstruction asymmetries.

(11) PG as trace of null operator
Who1 did you forget about t1 [ OP after talking to tOP(=PG) ] ?

• Importantly, Nissenbaum 2000 shows that PG interpretation requires the
operator-hosting phrase to adjoin to a landing site of A′-movement.
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• Specifically, he argues that the intermediate landing site formed by SCM
from vP facilitates PGs in sentential adjuncts.

(12) SCM from vP and CP
What did you say [𝐶𝑃[𝑃 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒] tOO that𝐶 you𝑆 will𝑇 [𝑣𝑃[𝑃 ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒] tOO eat𝑣−𝑉 tOO ]]]?

• Such PG-licensing involves three general components.

#1 Movement of the PG-forming operator to the edge of the adjunct, which
triggers the semantic rule of Predicate Abstraction (Heim & Kratzer
1998), changing it from type t to a derived predicate of type <e,t>:7

7 The null operator itself is semantically
vacuous, i.e., the identity function.

(13) Null operator movement inside adjunct forms a clausal predicate
…

… AdjunctP
<e,t>

OP1 𝜆1 after talking to t𝑂𝑃1 (=PG)

#2 SCM from vP, triggering an application of Predicate Abstraction in vP
as well, creating a second <e,t> position there:8

8 For the purposes of this section, we adopt
from Nissenbaum the simplifying assump-
tion that vPs and vP modifiers (such as
sentential adjuncts) are type t, modulo
A′-movement within them triggering Pred-
icate Abstraction. We return to this point
later, since a more precise account of the
meaning of these constituents (including,
for instance, information about events) is
straightforwardly compatible with the the-
ory of PGs shown here, given the semantic
proposals of section 4.

(14) Successive-cyclic A′-movement creates an <e,t> node in vP
…

… vP
t

t𝑤ℎ2
e

v′

<e,t>

𝜆2 you forgot about t𝑤ℎ2

#3 Merge of the operator-hosting adjunct to the <e,t> position in vP. Since
both of these constituents are of type <e,t>, the PG host may compose
via Predicate Modification (Heim & Kratzer 1998).
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(15) Predicate Modification of vP with PG-containing island
CP

who2
C-T
did

TP

you
t𝑇 vP

t

t𝑤ℎ2
e

v″

<e,t>

v′

<e,t>

𝜆2 t𝑆 forget about t𝑤ℎ2

AdjunctP
<e,t>

OP1 𝜆1 after talking to t𝑂𝑃1 (=PG)

• Here the (boxed) <e,t> function created by merge of the adjunct to v′ is
saturated by the intermediate type e trace formed by SCM from vP.9

9 N.b. that, in order for composition to
proceed, the PG host must adjoin below
the intermediate trace 𝑡𝑤ℎ2 , but above
its accompanying abstraction index
𝜆2. In order to construct the desired
LF, we can assume that adjuncts may
be merged counter-cyclically, modulo
interpretability (see Davis 2020b: ch. 5 for
relevant discussion).

✓ As a result, the A′-moved phrase will come to bind both the trace in VP
corresponding to the true gap, and the trace of the moved operator in the
adjunct, which is the PG.

• Important point: SCM creates derived predicates, to which PG-containing
phrases can be merged and interpreted.10

10 For further exploration of this point, see
Legate 2003, Davis 2020b.★ General prediction: If a PG-hosting phrase can be interpreted in a

given position, that position must be a possible landing site for SCM.

• With this prediction in mind, in the next section we show data indicating
that SCM is not exclusive to the edges of the phases vP and CP.

– Many of the following PG facts require a composition principle that is
more general than Predicate Modification.

– In section 4, we propose a flexible composition principle which
subsumes Predicate Modification while maintaining its argument-
unifying property.11

11 The considerations that our semantic
proposal addresses have been observed
and discussed by Nissenbaum 2000 and
Nissenbaum & Schwarz 2011. We argue for
a proposal that is simpler and more general,
which in our view, the free distribution of
PGs necessitates.
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3 The distRibution of PG-containing phRases

3.1 PGs in high adjuncts

• Above we’ve seen PGs in sentential adjuncts:

(16) PGs in sentential adjuncts
Who1 did you forget about t1 [ after talking to PG1 ] ?

– Nissenbaum 2000 argues that such adjuncts attach to vP, and that PGs
within them are licensed by SCM through the vP edge, as we’ve seen.

• Importantly, PGs are possible in structurally higher adjuncts as well.

• For instance, in the following we see a PG in a high conditional adjunct:

(17) PG licensing in conditional adjuncts
This is the professor ∅1 that Kim says that [if you run into PG1],
t1 won’t say hello to you.

(van Urk 2015 p. 192, modified from Engdahl 1983)

• The PG-containing adjunct here sits between C and tense, and is thus
plausibly adjoined to TP, where its PG must therefore be licensed.

– Alternative hypothesis: Perhaps this adjunct was initially merged
in vP and then fronted, but reconstructed into vP for PG-licensing.

• Counterpoint: An R-expression in the adjunct co-referent with the
subject would be unacceptable if that adjunct reconstructed into vP, due
to a principle C violation. Such configurations are acceptable, however:

(18) PG-containing conditional need not be interpreted in vP
Who1 did you say (that) [if Mary2 talks to PG1] she2’ll definitely
throw a tomato at t1? (Davis 2020b, ch. 4, ex. 48)

(19) More PG-bearing high adjuncts
a. [Which beans]1 do you think that, [despite us giving Mary2 a lot

of PG1], she2’ll have completely eaten t1 by Wednesday?
b. Remind me [what kind of beans]1 you think that, [because Mary2

likes PG1], she2 ought to just buy a bunch of t1 at once.
c. These are the beans which1 I think that, [in order for Mary2 to

have enough of PG1], she2 ought to order several crates of t1
from the internet.

★ These facts indicate that adjuncts can be successfully interpreted in the
TP region when containing a PG.
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3.2 PGs in subjects

• PGs are possible in subjects (Engdahl 1983), as shown once more below:

(20) PG in subject
Who1 would [a picture of PG1] surprise t1?

• Nissenbaum 2000 argues that PG-containing subjects must always re-
construct into vP, in order to appropriately combine with the predicate
created by SCM through vP.12

12 The acceptability of (20) raises an im-
portant component for the semantic
component of the theory, given that sub-
jects are interpreted as arguments, rather
than intersective modifiers. Data such as
(20) already motivate a generalization of
Nissenbaum’s account, which he entertains
in, e.g., Nissenbaum 1998. We return to the
question of how PG-containing subjects
compose in a later section.

! Our proposal: PG-containing subjects do not always reconstruct.

Case 1: scopal interaction with negation

• Examples like (21), for instance, have a salient ∀ > ¬ interpretation,
which precludes obligatory subject reconstruction:13 ,14

13 Nothing we say here entails that recon-
struction of PG-containing subjects is
banned. For us, all that matters is that they
are not always forced to reconstruct. Nis-
senbaum 2000 reports subject PG examples
with obligatory reconstruction in a variety
of environments. In our assessment, many
of these judgements are contestable, but
we will not attempt to address all of them
in this context.

14 An anonymous reviewer speculates that
scope-fixing mechanisms may operate
independently from reconstruction, thereby
providing Nissenbaum with a way out.
We acknowledge this as a theoretical
possibility, although we believe that
similar loopholes do not exist for the other
arguments in this section.

(21) Subject QPs containing PGs with ∀ > ¬ scope
a. John’s the kind of guy ∅1 that [absolutely everyone who talks to

PG1] doesn’t want to be around t1 for very long.
(That is, there’s absolutely nobody that wants to be around him!)

b. [Which picky customer]1 did you say that [every single picture of
PG1] for one reason or another didn’t manage to satisfy t1.
(In other words, for this customer all the pictures were no good.)

c. Guess who1 [all of my mean jokes about PG1] surprisingly don’t
offend t1 at all!
(You’d think that at least one would offend them, but none do!)

Case 2: team NPs

• A similar argument comes from British English agreement facts.

• Sauerland & Elbourne 2002 show that in British English, where team NPs
may trigger either singular or plural agreement, plural agreement bleeds
subject reconstruction:15

15 The cause of this effect is not important
for us. See for instance Thoms 2019 for
further discussion of it.(22) No reconstruction for plural-agreeing team-NP

Some Northern team { is ∣ %are } likely to win.
is/are: ∃ > likely is/*are: likely > ∃

• Importantly, we observe that in British English, a team NP triggering
plural agreement can contain a PG:
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(23) PGs in plural-agreeing team-NPs
a. %This is a guy who1 [any team involved with PG1] are always

pleased to talk to 𝑡1.
b. %Guess who1 [the very same committee that hired PG1] now want

to get rid of 𝑡1.
c. %Rob is the kind of musician who1 [every band that play with PG1]

are immediately impressed by 𝑡1.

★ Overall, these facts reveal that PG-hosting subjects can be interpreted in
their surface position in TP—a non-phasal constituent.

3.3 PGs in ditransitives

• Above, we’ve seen that subjects can host PGs. We can also add PGs to
indirect objects:

(24) PG in indirect object16
16 Here we license the PG in the indirect
object by extraction from the direct object,
because movement of the full direct object
creates a configuration where the PG is
adjacent to its licensing trace, which seems
to be more difficult to process.

a. [Which dog]1 did you give [the owner of PG1] a treat for 𝑡1

b. John’s the guy who1 I showed [the best friend of PG1] an embar-
rassing picture of 𝑡1.

c. Guess who1 we told [every relative of PG1] that we plan to play a
prank on 𝑡1?

• Since indirect objects in English follow V in the surface string, there is
no obvious sense in which they can be assumed to be adjoined to vP.17

17 We argue that these facts cannot be
explained by posting covert movement of
the PG-containing indirect object to the vP
edge. If generally available, this method of
licensing should be able to create violations
of the robust constraint that a PG cannot
be c-commanded by the trace of the
licenser (the anti-c-command condition,
evidence for which Nissenbaum 2000 and
Culicover & Postal 2001 summarize.)

Additionally, notice that the PG-hosting
indirect objects in (24a-b) are definites.
Since these are not scope bearing phrases,
covert movement of them into the vP edge
would likely violate the Scope Economy
condition (Fox 1995, 2000), unless PG-
licensing is a semantic effect that in of
itself is a sufficient condition to license
covert movement.

• Following Pylkkänen 2008, such arguments are introduced in the speci-
fier of an appl(iccative) head.

• In English, this is what Pylkännen classifies as a low applicative, which is
selected by V, inducing a Larsonian shell structure:

(25) Low applicative structure in English (vP excluded for convenience)
TP

I
T

will
VP

V
bake

ApplP

you
∅𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙 DP

a pie
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– This contrasts with what she classifies as a high applicative, which is
merged above VP, and which English happens to lack.

• Importantly, it has been argued that while high applicative heads
demarcate phases, low applicatives do not (McGinnis 2001, Citko 2014).

★ This means that English indirect objects are not adjoined to a phase edge.
Despite this, PGs within them are allowed.

3.4 Interim summary

• Observation: PG-containing phrases can be interpreted in positions
other than the edges of the widely-assumed phases vP and CP.

• Consequence: If PG interpretation depends on predicates formed by
(intermediate) landing sites of SCM, we thus must conclude that SCM
can occur outside of vP and CP.18

18 It’s perhaps worth mentioning that there
is not a total consensus in the literature
that vP is indeed a phase — see, e.g., Keine
2016 for a dissenting view. If it turns
out that evidence for the phasehood of
vPs is indeed lacking, this only serves to
strengthen our argument.

– Before considering these issues further, in the next section, we resolve
a puzzle about how some of these PGs are interpreted.

4 PGs and flexible semantic composition

• Let’s begin by considering the mechanics of Nissenbaum’s theory of
Parasitic Gaps (pgs) in a little more detail.

• In order to simplify the presentation, Nissenbaum assumes that senten-
tial adjuncts are of type t.

• As he acknowledges, this isn’t realistic — a standard semantics for, e.g.,
after-adverbials would treat them as predicates of eventualities (David-
son 1967), of type <v,t>:

(26) Jafter Mary leftK
= 𝜆𝑒 . ∃𝑒′[𝑒′ was a leaving of Mary’s and 𝑒 happened after 𝑒′] <v,t>

• An after-adverbial composes with vP, which also denotes a predicate of
eventualities, via Predicate Modification, the definition of which is given
in (27b), with the types appropriately adjusted.

(27) Predicate Modification (PM)
a. PM(𝑃 )(𝑄) ≔ 𝜆𝑥 . 𝑃 (𝑥) ∧ 𝑄(𝑥) <et,<et,et>>
b. If 𝛼 is a branching node and { 𝛽, 𝛾 } the set of 𝛼’s daughters, andJ𝛽K, J𝛾K both of type <v,t>, then:
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J𝛼K = PM(J𝛽K)(J𝛾K) (Heim & Kratzer 1998: p. 65)

(28) PM(JSally spokeK)(Jafter Mary leftK)
= 𝜆𝑒 . 𝑒 is a speaking of Sally’s and ∃𝑒′[𝑒′ was a leaving of Mary’s and 𝑒 happened after 𝑒′]

• PM, which Nissenbaum invokes to account of PG licensing, is the stan-
dard mode of composition for adverbial modifiers!

– If both adverbial modifiers and vPs are basically of type <v,t>, then
PM won’t do as an account of PG composition — null operator move-
ment induces an additional outer argument.

(29) Jafter Mary hugged PGK
= 𝜆𝑥 . 𝜆𝑒 . ∃𝑒′[𝑒′was a hugging of 𝑥 by Mary and 𝑒 happened after 𝑒′]

<e,<v,t>>

• Intuitively, in order to compose a PG-hosting adverbial, we must gen-
eralize PM in order to allow for the presence of an additional outer
argument.

• Moreover, we can think of Predicate Modification itself as a generaliza-
tion of plain logical conjunction, which allows for the presence of an
additional outer argument.19

19 See Partee & Rooth’s (1983) notion of
generalized conjunction.• In order to cash out this intuition, we’ll conjecture simply that logical

conjunction is a basic composition principle, alongside, e.g., function
argument application.20

20 It’s natural to suppose that an overt
conjunction marker such as and is the
reflex of CONJ at PF, as opposed to a bona
fide lexical item. For want of time, we don’t
pursue this speculation here.

(30) Conjunction (CONJ)
CONJ(𝑡)(𝑢) ≔ 𝑡 ∧ 𝑢 <t,<t,t>>

• In order to account for composition of predicates, we assume that the
basic composition rules may be recursively lifted via an abstract operator,
lift2, which we define below.21

21 lift2 is related to a number of existing
concepts in the technical literature: it
takes advantage of the fact that <e,.> (the
type of functions from individuals) is an
applicative functor (Mcbride & Paterson
2008) — its definition is identical to that of
liftA2 from the functional programming
literature.

(31) lift2(𝑅) ≔ 𝜆𝑚 . 𝜆𝑛 . 𝜆𝑥 . 𝑅(𝑚(𝑥))(𝑛(𝑥)) <<ab,c>,<<ea,eb>,ec>>

• Importantly, the definition of lift2 is type flexible.

– If 𝑅 is a function from an 𝑎 and a 𝑏, to a 𝑐, lift2(𝑅) takes an 𝑎 with an
outer individual argument, and a 𝑏 with an outer individual argument,
and returns a 𝑐 with an outer individual argument.

• lift2(CONJ) is equivalent to Predicate Modification, which we can use to
compose adverbial adjuncts.
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(32) lift2(CONJ)
<v,t>

vP
<v,t>

Sally cried

adjunctP
<v,t>

after Mary left

• A PG induces an additional outer argument in the denotation of the ad-
junct, and SCM induces an additional outer argument in the denotation
of the vP — composition proceeds by applying lift2 to CONJ twice.22

22 Something like this machinery is also
necessary in order to account for the
composition a host containing multiple
PGs (Nissenbaum 2000), in which case
composition proceeds via an additional
application of lift2.

(33) …

𝑡1 lift2(lift2(CONJ))
<e,vt>

vP
<e,vt>

𝜆1 Sally kissed 𝑡1

adjunctP
<e,vt>

after Mary hugged PG

• There is at least one other, independently motivated semantic composi-
tion rule: function application (FA).

– For presentational purposes, we define both forwards function appli-
cation FA> and backwards function application FA<.

(34) a. FA>(𝑓 )(𝑥) ≔ 𝑓(𝑥) <ab,<a,b>>
b. FA<(𝑥)(𝑓 ) ≔ 𝑓(𝑥) <a,<ab,b>>

• Our theory automatically predicts the possibility of PGs in A positions,
since FA can be recursively lifted via lift2, to accommodate the possibility
of outer arguments induced by null operator movement and SCM.23

23 We’re grateful to an anonymous reviewer
for pointing out that lift2(𝐹 𝐴>) is identical
to the S combinator of combinatory
logic (Curry, Feys & Craig 1958), which
Steedman (1987) makes use of in his
influential CCG account of PGs. This
reveals a deep connection between the
account we develop here, and the account
of PGs developed in the CCG literature.
In future work, we plan to explore this
connection further.

• Consider, e.g., the derivation of a subject PG:
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(35) The guy who [the best friend PG] of adores 𝑡.
TP
t

e
𝑡1

TP
lift2(FA<)

<e,t>

DP2
<e,e>

the best friend of PG

T’
<e,<e,t>>

𝜆2 T’

𝜆1 T’

T vP
t

𝑡2 adores 𝑡1

• Here the subject tucks in below the PG-licenser’s trace and above its
associated lambda operator. Crucially, here SCM of the licenser must
stop-off at the edge of TP – a non-phase.

• An analogous though simpler (since the PG host is not in a derived
position) derivation models PG-licensing at ApplP, as shown below.24

24 We ignore eventualities here, for presen-
tational purposes.(36) Who did you send [the best friend of PG] a cool picture of 𝑡?

VP

V
sent

ApplP
<e,t>

𝑡1 lift2(FA<)
ApplP
<e,et>

DP
<e,e>

the best friend of PG

Appl’
<e,<e,et>>

𝜆1 Appl’
<e,et>

Appl
<e,<e,et>>

DP
e

a cool picture of 𝑡1
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• The general picture that emerges is that semantic composition is
flexible:

– Given a branching node 𝛼 with daughters { 𝛽, 𝛾 }, composition pro-
ceeds if the following is well typed: 𝑅(J𝛽K)(J𝛾K), where 𝑅 is in the set
of basic composition rules, closed under recursive application of lift2.

• On the syntactic side, we’ve suggested that SCM may in principle pass
through the edge of any constituent (radical SCM).

• Radical SCM in tandem with flexible semantic composition predicts
permissive PG licensing — PGs are in principle possible in any phrase
adjoined within the movement path of a potential PG-licenser.

5 Consequences foR theoRies of cyclic syntax

• Observation: PG-containing phrases can be interpreted in positions
other than the edges of the widely-assumed phases vP and CP.

• Consequence: If PG interpretation depends on predicates formed by
(intermediate) landing sites of SCM, we thus must conclude that SCM
can occur outside of vP and CP.

• This result leads us to a theory in which SCM is potentially rampant:

(37) Our conjecture: Radical successive-cyclicity
WH … [𝐶𝑃 tOO C [𝑇 𝑃 tOO T [𝑣𝑃 tOO v [𝑉 𝑃 tOO V [𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑃 tOO Appl … tOO ]]]]]

• This theory easily accommodates the fact that a single A′-movement can
license numerous PGS:

(38) Licensing of many PGs by one movement
That’s the person who1 I told [the best friend of PG1] that, [if you
praise PG1], [an enemy of PG1] will send [every relative of PG1] [an
angry email about t1].

• If PGs can only be licensed in the edge of vP (or CP), this sentence would
have to involve a great deal covert movement, which clusters the PG-
containing phrases at phase edges.

★ But if movement can form intermediate landing sites in every phrase
it crosses, each these PGs can be licensed by a separate intermediate
landing site without further assumptions.25

25 The possibility of rampant SCM likely
entails the availability of various fairly
short movement steps, and thus comes into
conflict with works arguing for versions
of anti-locality—a constraint banning
movements that are too short (Ishii 1999,
Grohmann 2003, Abels 2003, 2012, Erlewine
2016, a.o.). We leave this topic open for
future investigation.

• Such rampant SCM is consistent with a theory in which every phrase is a
phase (Müller 2010, Muller 2011).
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– This view is tempting, since as Ko 2014 points out, most phrases
beyond vP and CP have been argued to be phases at some point.26

26 For instance, phasehood has been
attributed to VP (Fox & Pesetsky 2005,
Wiland 2010, Ko 2011), AspectP (Bobaljik
& Wurmbrand 2013, Harwood 2015) and
TP (Deal 2016, Wurmbrand 2013, 2017,
Davis 2019). Further, some works argue
that phasehood can change during a
derivation, thickening the plot even further
(Den Dikken 2007, Gallego 2010, Alexiadou,
Anagnostopoulou & Wurmbrand 2014). See
Davis 2020a,b for further discussion.

• However, the hallmarks of phasehood investigated in recent years do not
seem to be found at all phrases, only some of them, such as vP and CP.
(See Citko 2014 for a recent overview.)

• Thus we take a more conservative view:

★ Our hypothesis: SCM may be forced by cyclic constituents (phases),
but barring this, SCM is free to apply optionally.27

27 If movement is feature-driven as ar-
gued in much recent work, this would be
reducible to the proposal that movement-
triggering features can be allocated freely.

– This is the view taken in Chomsky 2013, who argues that movement is
freely available, just as external merge is often assumed to be.

6 Concluding RemaRKs

• In brief, we’ve shown empirically that PG licensing is more permissive
than is typically assumed.

• Assuming a tight connection between PG licensing, and SCM, this sug-
gests that SCM is not necessarily endemic to phase edges.

• Permissive PG licensing in both adjuncts and arguments necessitates
flexible semantic composition.
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